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CORE COURSE IN PHYSICS
5807 PHY : Thermal physics

(2012 Admn. Onwards)

Time : 3 Hours

a) Change in temperature

c) Change in volume

a) Heatengine

c) Generator

c)0

b) Change in pressure

d) None of these

b) Motor

d) Energyconverter

d) Lowerthan that of source
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SECTION - A

Each bunch of fourquestions carries a weight of 1 :

1. The change in the intemal energy of the gas is direcily proportionalto

2- The device thatconverts heat into mechanicalwork is

3- A reversible heat engine can have 1}A/oefficiency if the temperature of the sink is

a) Higherthan that of source bj Equalto that of source

4. Change in entropydepends

a) Only on the transfer of heat

b) Only on the change of temperature

c) On transfer of mass

d) On the thermodynamics state

P.T.O.
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6. Entropy remains constant in
a) lsothermaf process

c) Cyclic process
b) Adiabatic process

d) lsobaric process
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5. In a cycfic process

a) Work done is zero

3 #.l fil"Tilil:ilj:::Trto 
the quantitv,,T1given 

to the svstem
q rh; internar ensrgy or the **Hilyr:t::t 

siven to the svsrem

7. The enthalpy of unit mass for anysystem isa) H=U+pV+S ';;;,"'c)H=u+pv 
:i ;=;llJ:S

t 
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svstem work done in a process depends upon

c) External pressure :i ;ffi:ffffll; .* 2x1_2)

SECTTON - B
Answerany six questions. Each question carries 1 a weight of :

9' Exptain the basis of measurement of temperature of a body.
10. What is phase transition ?

11' State the first faw of thermodynamics and expfain its importance.
12' Whatis meant bythermodynamic equifibrium and quasistatic processes ?13. Howdoes temperature fall with height ?

14. State Kirchhoff,s fawof thermalradiation

15' state and explain the significance of the second faw of thermodynamics
16.Distinguishbetween.reversib|eandirreversib|eprocess

(W6xt-6)
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SECTION _ C 
.

Answerany nine questions. Each question carries 2 weight:

17' Define 

embre

b) Microscopic and rnacroscopic states, Give examples

18. Explain Enthalpy. Obtain an equation for Enthalpy.

19. Give the Maxwellian relations.

20. What is the change in internal energy when 1gm of ice at normal pressure is
changed to 1gm of water at 0"C ?

21' One gram molecule of a gas atllT"Cexpands isothermally until its volume is
doubled. Find the work.done

22. Calculate the efficiency of refrigerator working betweeh 0"C and l1"C.Calculate
the energy required to freeze 1kg of water at 0.C.

23. Calculate the changg in temperature of the boiling point of water due to a change
of pressure of 1cm of mercury. (L = 540 caloriel, volume of 1gm of saturat6d
steam 100'c = 1600cc and volume of 1gm of water at 100.c = 1cc).

24. Derive an expression for the efficiency of a diesel engine.

25. Explain the principle and working o{ a refrigerator.

26. Calculate the change in enthalpywhen one gram motecule of a gas is isothermally
compressed from one atmosphere to 20 atmospheres, p = 1.0g, cp = g.6 and
J = 4.Zx 107 erg/cal.

27. Distinguish between thermar and chemical ineversibility.

28. AGas occupying 1 litre at 80.cm of mercury pressure is expanded adiabatically
to 1190 cc. lf the pressure falls to 60cm of mercury in this process, deduce the
value of r. (W 9x2=1g)
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SECTION- D

Answer any one questions : "

. 

29. Describe the construetion and working of a petror 6ngine.

30' what is an adiabatic process ? Prove that pvr is a constant for an adiabaticprocess. 
(W tx 44)
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